General

Herzlich Willkommen

Our home "Haus am Glauberg“ is located in
a quiet and sunny area at the bottom of the
hill Glauberg, directly surrounded by
expanses of open fields and woodland
providing excellent opportunities for
walking, bike riding and roller blading.
Hi there,
I am Melanie Kostka and I am pleased to
welcome you here to our home.
If hicking the pilgrimage route or cycling the
“Vulkanradweg” or walking along the Glauberg,
you are always right to plan an overnight stay
at our apartment.
Your (rent) apartment is equipped with a small
but fully furnished kitchen, bathroom, bedroom,
living room, SAT TV, WLAN and an own fitness
and wellness area.

holiday resisdence
with
charm & flair
Chattenweg 9
63695 Glauburg
06041/2713673
info@haus-am-glauberg.de
www.haus-am-glauberg.de

Your rooms are in anlight-through-flooded
apartment with a beautiful terrace and a
view over the village of Glauberg. Your
entrance is separate.
Plenty of forest paths are directing you to
the top of the Glauberg or the pilgrimage
route "Bonifatius“ They are all located
close to our home.
Nearby starts the bicycle tour
"Vulkanradweg" as well. This is a 94
kilometre long cycling path.

You are welcome to book a massage or
personal training with our personal instructor.
After a relaxing evening and night, you are
going to start the new day with an excellent
breakfast at our sun terrace, before you are
going to explore Glauberg, the Celts or the
historical old town of Büdingen or one of the old
monastries close by.
Enjoy all the benefits of an individual
and comfortable holiday apartment including
kitchen
and bathroom with catering breakfast
homemade.
Children and pets are warmly welcome.
I am looking forward to welcoming you here
soon.

Recover, relax and soothe your soul, lose
track of time and leave every day life
behind you!!!

At a glance
furnishing
overnight stay
 1-7 nights 50€ per night without
breakfast
 8 nights-4 weeks 45€ per night
without breakfast

The modern
kitchen is
equipped with a
coffee machine, a
kettle, food mixer,
oven, ceramic
hob, fridge etc.
On demand we
are going to fill
the fridge with
everything you
need.
The bathroom
includes a shower,
hair dryer, towels
and everything you
need to feel
comfortable.

Our modern flat is equipped with a combined
bed and living room, a fully equipped kitchen, a
dressing room and a bathroom including shower.
You will find a SAT TV and free WLAN in the
modern living room.
The loft sitting area will invite the visitor to linger.
The bed (1,40x200) has an extra 10 cm
mattress topper for more comfort and
comfortable nights.
Parts of the lights are operated by remote control
for more convenience.

Our quiet garden invites you to sit down and
rest. Take a seat in our wicker beach chair and
enjoy a cup of tea or a glass of wine while the
sun is going down.

 Breakfast starts at 8€
 Welcome Set (wine, water,
fingerfood and fruits etc) 25€
 WLAN free
 Children welcome
 pets welcome
 free parking
sports & wellness
 back
massage 45
minutes 45€
 Personaltraining 60 Minuten 60€
 Kinesiotaping 20€
Special
relax evening in „Kota“
(incl.food and drinks)
75€

